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About This Game

Overview

Hexvade is a competitive, action-packed combination of the classic falling-block style arcade game and the timeless platformer
genre. Fight your friends in this fast-paced and strategic game! And fear not, for the lone wolves out there we have a boss-rush

styled singleplayer mode, battling your way through 7 uniquely designed and challenging bosses!

Multiplayer

Multiplayer is the core element of Hexvade, as what is more fun than having your hard work destroyed by a friend, and then
getting to smash them in the head with bricks later on?

The concept is simple: one player plays as the Dropper and the other as the Dodger.

The Dropper must align pieces to create lines in order to make the Dodger vulnerable to hazards.

The Dodger must sabotage the game board using a plethora of items and abilities, and dodge their way around pieces
when the Dropper manages to create a line.

Game ends if the Dodger is killed or trapped, or if the Dropper fails to clear pieces and they get stacked too high. If the
timer runs out, the victory goes to the Dodger for being able to survive the onslaught.
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With 8 Dropper and 8 Dodger characters, each with their own passive and active ablities as well as a wide range of items, there's
never a dull moment!

Singleplayer

Should you find yourself alone one rainy day and have a hankering for hexagonal-based destruction, there is a singleplayer mode
for you try your hand at!

Fight your way through 7 unique and challenging bosses and get awarded points for speed, accuracy, and control!
These points will unlock new characters for Multiplayer, and you also get to brag online that you're 3 frames faster at beating a

boss than someone else!

Demo

If you're still unsure if Hexvade is for you, be sure to try out our free demo! It has Local Multiplayer with 2 characters for both
the Dropper and the Dodger, as well as 1 singleplayer boss for you to attempt!

Conclusion

A game for both casuals and competitors alike, Hexvade is sure to keep you entertained for hours on end (providing you don't
get salty at your friend who's far better than you and rage quit).
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This game's first review here on Steam... gets a disappointing 44% and a NOT RECOMMENDED.

First off, I have to say that this game when installed takes up a massive 18.7 GB of hard drive space! That's a lot of content for
the small price tag for sure!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TJcVq_OewiM&feature=youtu.be

However, the game is so far from being a complete and fun game and has so many bugs and glitches, that a 44% is actually
giving this game a lot of credit, mostly based on its low price. A closer score to how good the game actually is without
considering its price at all is probably a 1 out of 10. It's just not good.

Problems experienced with this game in my short time with it:

- The world is just way too big and boring. There is nothing that make you feel any desire to explore the world as it just all looks
randomly put together with no purpose and seems rushed.

- Loot crates, doors, and other items which you supposedly can interact with are way too finicky. Not only do you have to have
your character on the exact right pixel, but you also need to have your character facing a perfect angle and it seems to vary from
object to object. ..Super frustrating and annoying!

- Guns take a ridiculous 15-20 seconds to reload, and in combat is both tedius and frustrating, robbing any enjoyment that this
game might have been able to offer.

- Glitches and graphical bugs are way too numerous to count. Enemies will sink into the ground, appear below you or spawn in
random locations. Special effects lag the game at times and cause it to feel very laggy even though it's a single player game not
connected online.

- The music and buzzing in the background quickly becomes mind numbing and annoying, so much so that I found myself
wanting to just turn off your speakers while playing.

I do however see a lot of potential in this game, and I hope the developer continues to work on it to make it a more complete
and more enjoyable game for his customers.

Not recommended.. horrifying and scarey game that will keep you on the seat of your pants from start to finish.

Graphics superb

Sound true to life

DEEP story line

The way you run for your life to open doors puts you psychologically inside this place, with endless terror around every corner,
"what door will I have to open next and what will be lurking behind it"

The way they label every item in the house just in case you dont know what a microwave or a toaster is just boosts things along
since most of u live in tents and are not accustomed to these household items.

Nah, Im just ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥tting. It took all of 10 minutes to realize how bad this Game sucks, even if it were free. Cannot do
anything about the lag, loading is hilarious, and the ridiculous mouse behavior that has you spinning and shaking like you are
having a god damn seizure.

Avoid, the dev teams parents have already disowned them.
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. I am not often the person to NOT recommend games, but this game I can NOT recommend because the AI turns are too long,
no tutorial, the fact you're just thrown directly into the game without knowing anything about the game at all just entirely ruins
the gaming mood for me. I just think that if this game is to actually MAKE it as a good game, it needs serious improvements in
a lot of area's. That's basically the whole story on why I can NOT recommend this game. Good day, thank you for reading &
God Bless you folks.. Cute graphics, music, and narration

But its a very shallow game,. Super short campaign then you do single player that's pretty much it.
Absurd pricing for DLC which only adds playable tribe and not the story.
If you want CIV for preschooler level then it's for you. For a "Choice of" strory, the game is kinda underwhelming. It's more of
a combination game (find what works best for which achievement) than a truly role-playing game.

And it's short.

Basically, it is well made, but I so not recommend it. There are better games from the same publisher out there.. Came for the
yuri, stayed for the feels.. A fun and challenging piece of DLC. Cool to drive something so different. not quite worth 7 dollars
tho. Wait for a sale.
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Improved gameplay, plus the stereotipical humor drips sardonic from your system's speakers thanks to the unexpected, yet oh so
welcome, voice acting. Sure the dialogue was funny in GT1, but the voiced characters have individual personalities.

Basically, if you liked or haven't played GT1, GT2 has been a fresh take on the turn-based\/RPG style that seems worth
$upporting. Enjoy.. While the graphics were gorgeous and I loved the music sadly I can't recommend this game.

The concept was great, and I enjoyed the tiny hitbox, and difficulty level BUT one minor and one major problem

Minor: when you complete a level it should take you automatically to the next level - the game over screen and the level
complete screen are identical

Major: I have lost my save file TWICE. I will not be replaying the first 26 levels I managed to pass, again. Too bad - it was
scratching an itch I really liked. A very well written visual novel where your choices matter. it is good and it isnt waste of money
getting it. It also have a form of New game +. As you play the game you unlock various clothing, these clothing gives you
various bonuses for what skills you want to train in.

The only annoying feature i have come across however is the wandering the desert feature, there are many secrets hiding in the
desert but you can easily die so save before heading out into the desert.. 1.It's more like a novel with variations in the narration
than a choice novel.
2.It is very well written and the author style is his own choosing, I personally don't mind MC not having quote because his
thinking actually melt with what he says... and you understand this at the end of the game, can't spoil you more.
3.Well ok you don't make any choice and don't leave any real impact but the narration DOES vary upon your choices. Your
character magic depends on your choice and even if the results are the same, the text IS NOT. People who don't like this style
don't like it only because they care more for results than the actual path to result. It is still a CYOA wheter you want it or not, it's
just that what changes is the way you appreciate the main story that is still the same. Those variations still add narratively and to
the atmosphere too.
4.I do find the humor funny here and am able to identify to the main character who's not a perfect icon of a hero, far from that
(not the pervert side, but I actually don't think he's that of a pervert. Guys, just admit there's different level of perversity and
here the thing is just intended for kiddy puns, really).
5.I think a lot of reviews there are misunderstanding what was intended by the author and just don't like what he chose to do.
Well, ok, but don't go criticize the thing compared to other CYOA. Because it is just a rare type of CYOA but it is still indeed
one.
6.The story is slow to start. But try to stick to the end. You could be surprised.
7.Because it is more like a novel with variations, the secondary characters have more depth than in normal CYOA.
8.I still enjoyed playing the games more than once to see how the writings changed. The result might be the same, but not the
path taken.
9. I do recommend it. It may not please everyone, because there are clear writing choices that have been made here. It is still
interesting and worth a reading. Once you finished the story, try to... put the pieces together again, you'll understand many little
details in the writings. I can only approve this.. Pretty good if you're looking for an art piece with first person platformer
elements, though it does drag with how far apart things are.. turbo pug was the best idea ever, i will be the #1 supporter for the
developer. Gorgeous Minimalism. Impatient souls beware Slow turn ticks.. Excellent storyline, which interplays well with the
first game. The puzzles make sense with the overall plot, and the dialogs (even though tiring sometimes) get better as you
proceed along the game, culminating in the ending, which is actually quite well done. The whole going between eras and
timelines is well orchastrated with relation to the main plot and the present.
The only thing I'd really wishes they'd have done differently is that whole zooming-in mechanism to interact with objects..
Seriously, if you do another game, please, just let that one go.
Thumbs up.
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